
Lacock Parish Council - Highways & Parish Steward Report – MAY 2020 

1. CATG Proposals   

1.1 Enforcement of 7.5 tonne Weight Restrictions 

No further progress to report since last month. Peter Glen did write again to Tom Hutchinson and Barnaby 

Appleby. Barnaby replied to say no progress is likely until Corvid 19 restrictions are relaxed. 

 

2. Meeting with Councillor Wayman, Dave Thomas and Michelle Donelan MP on Lacock Parish Traffic Issues  

Councillor Wayman replied recently stating a meeting will be arranged once the Corvid-19 lockdown 

restrictions are relaxed.  

 

3. Lacock Traffic Group (LTG) Subcommittee reporting to the LPC 

Areas of work under consideration:- 

3.1 The plan, with explanations of the new WC Highways scheme for a West St and High Street junction, is 

on the LPC Website and flyers distributed to nearby residents. The NT were sent a copy of the detail 

plan and briefing notes. The consultation period will be for 4 weeks. 

3.2 Signage improvement in Church Street to prevent coaches / large HGV’s accessing this narrow street. 

Possible ways to restrict Coach/very large vehicle access are being considered too. 

3.3 The traffic calming in the West Street /Church Street junction were discussed and an outline plan 

agreed for further evaluation. 

3.4 The car parking in the Nethercote turning area was discussed and letter composed to request 

Nethercote residents and their contractors not to park there. This is being sent to these residents by the 

LPC. 

3.5  Patrick has reported that the removal of the Cemetery backlog of green debris was completed by GIST. 

 

4. WC Highways - Pedestrian Access, speed limits on Abbey Bridge to the Gateway 

No further communication from WC Highways after the 30 mph limit northwards to cover all of the Abbey 

Bridge was approved. Contacting WC Highways to understand the reasons for rejecting the request for the 

30 mph limit along the first part of Hither Way (village to past the zebra crossing).  

 

Pedestrian safe access on the bridge, traffic calming and the viability of a new footpath up from the bridge, 

now needs to be further assessed and discussed.   

  

5. Notton request for Traffic Metros 

The LPC have requested three metros be fitted in the designated places in Notton. This will give a proper 

assessment of traffic movements for future reference. Still in progress, awaiting a WC reply as to when they 

will be fitted. 

 

6. Notton Residents concerns for safety on the A350 (Lackham roundabout to including  Whitehall Lights)  

At the recent LTG meeting we were unable to suggest a solution, other than seeking alternative safer places 

to cross. WC Highways were contacted to ascertain their views and possible options to make crossing the 

A350 safer. The request was acknowledged by WC Highways and we are awaiting their written reply. 

 

7. Reybridge Damage and slippy road surface. 

               This was reported in February by Stuart to Julian Haines, with pictures explaining the damage and asking  

               what can be done. Still in progress. 

                

8.  Drainage issues. 

Stuart to write to Chris Clark, WC, to ask for his help to include Lacock Parish in the drain cleaning this 

summer. Peter Glen and Pete Shaw are preparing a report showing the drains needing clearing, photos and 

their precise location on a map. In progress. 

 

9. Parish Steward (PS 

               Work for May 

 PS’s work schedule is restricted by WC to pot hole repairs, fallen tree clearance, flood management 

and associated clearance of roadside grips and gullies. Hopefully, more weed spraying can be done. 

Let us know of any other potholes needing repair? 



    

There is always more that can be done, so please let us know of any other jobs that need doing ASAP. 

Stuart Gregory and Pete Shaw 

 

 


